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UCSF Archives
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Hands-On History: Building Collaborative Projects between the University of California, San Francisco Archives and the Makers Lab
Touring the Vault!
Archives & Makers Lab Collaborations

Color Our Collections Pop-up
LGBTQ PRIDE Button Making Pop-Up
Recreating a 19th Century Stethoscope
Recreating the Gold-Headed Cane
Color Our Collections
Archive your PRIDE Button
Archive Your PRIDE!
3D Printed Projects

Proof of Concept: Recreating a Stethoscope from the 1850's

Stories from the Makers Lab: Continuing Traditions with the Gold-Headed Cane

Read the full stories at library.ucsf.edu/makerslab
3D Printed Stethoscope

*Proof of concept – is this possible?*

- **Date of artifact:** 1850’s
- **3D Printer:** LulzBot Taz 5
- **Cost of materials:** $1.85/stethoscope
- **Time:** 3–4 months
3D Printed Gold-Headed Cane

Continue traditions with the Makers Lab

- **Date of artifact:** 1950’s
- **3D Printer:** Formlabs Form 2
- **Cost of materials:** $11.35/cane
- **Time:** 6 months
A dental appointment you don’t want to miss!

Coming Summer 2018
Open Wide Exhibit
DIY Archiving!
#WHATWILLYOUCREATE?

kelsi.evans@ucsf.edu
www.library.ucsf.edu/archives
@ucsf_archives

dylan.romero@ucsf.edu
www.library.ucsf.edu/makerslab
@ucsfmakerslab
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